Key Developments:

June 1, 2017 – May 31, 2018

- The state-owned telecom company OGERO launched a national internet strategy in February 2018 to deploy a fiber-optic network to be completed by 2020 (see Availability and Ease of Access).

- There was an alarming crackdown on online freedom of expression in the past year, with several individuals arrested and prosecuted for criticizing top government officials. At least one individual was sentenced to prison for online posts criticizing the government (see Prosecutions and Arrests for Online Activities).

- In January, Ahmed Al-Ayoubi, a freelance journalist who had been arrested in November 2017 for criticizing Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil on Facebook, was beaten by three men in Tripoli as he left his house (see Intimidation and Violence).

- A large-scale cyberespionage campaign operating from a building of the General Directorate of General Security in Beirut was uncovered by security researchers at the digital rights organization Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and mobile security firm Lookout in January 2018 (see Technical Attacks).

Introduction:

Internet freedom declined in Lebanon during the coverage period due to increasing arrests, prosecutions, and violent attacks against individuals for online posts that criticized government officials.

Lebanon held long-awaited parliamentary elections in May 2018. For the first time, nonresident Lebanese citizens were able to register online to vote from their current country of residence, though voter turnout was unexpectedly low, registering at just 49 percent. Prior to the elections, government officials cracked down on free expression online by arresting, prosecuting, and filing libel or defamation charges against several critics.

One individual was sentenced to prison during the coverage period. In March 2018, Michel Qanabour, a journalist working for the news site Radar Scoop, was sentenced to six months in prison and forced to pay a US$6,666 fine for an August 2017 article that criticized the director general of customs. Several others were arrested for criticizing top government officials, particularly President Michael Aoun, Prime Minister Saad al-Hariri, Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil, and Speaker of Parliament Nabih Berri.

Government critics also experienced violent attacks in retribution for their online activities. In January 2018, Ahmed Al-Ayoubi, a freelance journalist who had been arrested in November 2017 for criticizing Gebran Bassil on Facebook, was beaten by three men in Tripoli as he left his house. In February, Rabia Demaj, the editor of the website Radar Scoop, was stabbed and beaten in his own home, though the motive for the attack is unclear.

Surveillance became a growing concern. In January 2018, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and mobile security firm Lookout reported that major surveillance operation nicknamed with nation-state level capabilities, nicknamed “Dark Caracal,” was operating out of a building of the General Directorate of General Security in Beirut. Targets included military personnel, government officials, activists, journalists, and lawyers in 21 countries. The operation developed a unique mobile surveillance malware, which was able to extract hundreds of gigabytes of data from Android devices via spearphishing tactics against Facebook and WhatsApp users.

Obstacles to Access:

Lebanon suffers from a weak telecommunications infrastructure, expensive communications services, and a digital divide between urban and rural areas. However, leaders appear intent on improving the country’s information and communications technology (ICT) sector. In November 2017, Imad Kreidah, the chairman of OGERO, promised to bring a fiber-optic cable to Lebanon. Nevertheless, the internet remains relatively slow and expensive.

Availability and Ease of Access

According to the latest data from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), an estimated 76 percent of the population have access to the internet users, a marked increase from 44 percent in 2010. There were 67.24 mobile broadband subscriptions per 100 residents in 2016, up from 57.7 in 2015. Lebanon also scored an Internet Development Index (IDI) value—a metric that ranks internet use, access, and skills—of 6.30 in 2017, improving from 6.09 in 2016. Lebanon’s current rank is well above the world average of 5.34 and only behind Bahrain, Qatar, the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Oman in the MENA region. Lebanon’s “use IDI” ranks higher relative to its overall IDI, which demonstrates that inadequate infrastructure is ultimately limiting use.

Lebanon has the most expensive prepaid phone data in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, according to 2017 research. Internet subscription prices are set by the government, and internet Service Providers (ISPs) cannot lower prices unless a decree is issued by the Ministry of Telecommunications. Some positive efforts to reduce costs for consumers include Tariff Decree Number 6297, adopted in 2011, which allowed for 20 percent discounts on DSL prices in educational institutions, and Decree Number 8058, issued in 2012, which made internet access free between midnight and 7 AM, and free all day in public parks.

In April 2017, OGERO (Organisme de Gestion et d’Exploitation de l’ex Radio Orient)—the backbone infrastructure of telecommunications networks in Lebanon and a subsidiary of the Ministry of Telecommunications—proposed a new plan to decrease internet prices and increase internet speeds in Beirut. The plan was still pending the approval of the government in 2018.

In a highly publicized campaign in February 2018, OGERO officially relaunched a new version of its national internet strategy, which was first introduced to the public in November 2017. Imad Kreidah, chairman director general of OGERO, stated that the strategy aims to bring FTTx—a combination of fiber to the home, fiber to the office, and fiber to the cabinet, to the majority of Lebanon. In October 2017, the Council of Ministers allocated US$100 million to OGERO for an unnamed fiber-optic cable. Following the February announcement of the FTTx project, OGERO awarded contracts to three Lebanese companies that “will partner with
international vendors.” Power Tech with the Norway-based Nokia, BMR Group with the US-based Cafix, and SERTA with the Chinese-based Huawei. Moreover, OGERO announced that it expects this project will bring in US$1 billion in revenue. 

Restrictions on Connectivity

The government periodically restricts mobile or internet connectivity. From August 2014 to September 2017, mobile internet was inaccessible in Arsal, a town in northeastern Lebanon, for “security” reasons, according to former telecommunications minister Boutros Harb. Though the internet has since been restored, there is no law in place to prevent the government from ordering a similar shutdown, and the Telecommunications Law provides it with the authority to do so as again. 

The Lebanese government maintains a monopoly over the internet backbone, as well as over the fixed and mobile telephone industry in general, and therefore it exercises tight control over ISPs. Lebanon has three international border gateways—in Beirut, Mlehet, and Tripoli—where three undersea fiber-optic cables connect the country via the 1-ME-WE (India-Middle-East-Western Europe), Cadmos, and Beirutar cables. The gateways are all operated by OGERO.

In 2010, OGERO installed equipment to block voice over internet protocol (VoIP) throughout the network, but subsequently backed down under pressure from businesses, civil society, and politicians. The blocking was inconsistently applied: the VoIP service Vmago was blocked, while other VoIP services such as Skype and WhatsApp remained available. 

ICT Market

The telecommunications industry is largely government-owned and tightly regulated. The fixed-line telephone and internet network is owned and operated by OGERO, from which all companies must purchase services. In addition to running the backbone, OGERO, which claims it has not approximated 41 percent of the market share (520,000 of 200,000 official subscribers), sets internet prices and collectively manages online subscriptions with two dozen private ISPs, including Cyberia, Terranet Sodetel, and IDM. OGERO reduced the monthly fee that ISPs pay for the E1 line, which enables voice telephone calls, from US$1,000 in 2014 to US$110 in 2018.

Private ISPs currently obtain a permit by decree from the Ministry of Telecommunications. Crucially, political influence can affect the allocation of contracts to private ISPs and mobile phone operators. In addition to the government, there are approximately 120 “semi-legit” ISPs operating in a “gray zone.” These ISPs are potentially connecting an additional 100,000 lines to the internet. The “gray zone” providers formerly purchased internet service internationally, but between 2014 and 2015 OGERO sold them access to its line at a reduced price. Prior to OGERO’s decision to allow private ISPs, former telecommunications minister Harb tried to penalize them by issuing complaints to the public prosecutor in an effort to put an end to “people extending internet services through illegal means.”

Lebanon has two government-owned mobile phone companies, Alfa and Touch, which are managed by the private companies Orascom Telecom Holdings and Zain, respectively. Because the government sets prices and issues permits for the number of subscribes allowed, there is little competition in the industry, and the two companies split the market evenly.

Regulatory Bodies

Lebanese media and telecommunications laws are regulated by three semi-independent advisory bodies that report to the Council of Ministers. The National Council for Audiovisual Media and the Committee for Establishing Model Bylaws and Practices deal mainly with audiovisual media (TV, radio, and satellite), while the Telecoms and Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) is responsible for licensing, regulating, and developing the telecommunications sector; it has not issued an annual report since 2015. Overall, the three bodies are limited in their power and do not have a reputation for being particularly robust or independent regulators.

The TRA is nominally independent from the government, but in practice, influential political groups hold sway over the institution, often rendering it ineffective. The Ministry of Telecommunications retrailed the strongest influence over the ICT sector. In fact, the past three telecommunication ministers claimed that the TRA has no real authority, given that the Ministry’s establishment in 2007 had rendered it written.

In January 2017, Abdul-Moneim Youssaf was dismissed from his two posts as head of state-run telecommunications company OGERO and director general of investment and maintenance at the Ministry of Telecommunications. Youssaf is now under investigation for corruption and negligence.

The government subsequently appointed two replacements: Imad Khiresh as head of OGERO, and Bassel Al-Ayyoub as director general of investment and maintenance at the Telecommunications Ministry.

Limits on Content

Lebanon does not engage in significant filtering of internet content. A total of 50 websites have been intermittently blocked since 2015, mainly for content related to escort services, Israel, and gambling. Website owners, particularly news sites, often receive informal removal requests from public officials or other powerful figures. Despite these limitations, Lebanon retains one of the most diverse digital landscapes in the Arab world, and several nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) engage in digital activism on political and social issues.

Blocking and Filtering

A total of 50 websites remained inconsistently blocked in Lebanon, according to a SMEX study from 2015. Among the websites blocked were 25 sites related to escort services. Blocked in accordance with articles 223 and 224 of the penal code; 11 Israeli sites, in accordance with Decree 12952 of April 19, 1963, which called for the boycotting of Israel; 8 gambling websites, in accordance with Law 417 of 1955, which gives the “Casino Du Liban” exclusive rights to the gambling industry; 2 websites that breaches copyright, following a request from the U.S. government; and one website identified as a forum for thea in the Arab region. Article 534 of the penal code makes access to information “contrary to the order of nature” with up to one year in prison, and has been used to prosecute LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) individuals.

While many of these blocking orders are rooted in the law, the move to block six well-known pornographic websites for alleged child pornography drew the ire of some digital rights activists for the seemingly hap hazard manner in which they were chosen.

Website blocking is procedurally done by government officials. Failing to comply with requests, however, is punished with fines and loss of business licenses. Websites are blocked through court orders. Generally, the court receives a complaint and files it with the Cybercrimes Bureau for further investigation, later issuing a final order to the Ministry of Telecommunications which then blocks the websites through OGERO. Website owners are not notified that their websites have been blocked, but must appeal the blocking within 48 hours in order to have the decision overturned.

In November 2013, the head of the Cybercrimes Bureau stated that it was monitoring terrorist content and that it had the ability to filter websites connected to terrorism. Digital media specialists in Lebanon have expressed doubt about the bureau’s abilities in this regard, though its intention to filter the web has drawn criticism.

YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available. Facebook, Google, YouTube, Microsoft’s Live.com, and Wikipedia rank among the ten most visited websites in Lebanon.

Content Removal Requests

While filtering remains rare, there have been incidents in which government security officials pressured private ISPs and remove certain comments—mainly criticism of government officials or the army—from social media pages, blogs, or websites. This often occurs after citizens harass.

In March 2017, Salim Jreissati, the minister of justice, ordered Myriam Klink, a Lebanese pop singer, to remove her recent video clip “Goal,” one day after he held a meeting with Minister of Information Melhem Riachi over the lyrics talk about “scoring a football goal,” which authorities deemed as too sexually explicit, and labeled the video’s inclusion of a child as a form of exploitation. “A press statement from Jreissati’s office said that it does not discriminate in circulating the music video online was strictly prohibited. Violating the decision could result in a LL 50 million (US$33,150) penalty.”

The government continued to request user account information from major companies such as Google, Twitter, and Facebook. For the first time since Facebook began reporting government takedown requests, the company restricted access to two pieces of content in Lebanon “in response to private reports related to defamation” between July and December of 2017.

Media, Diversity and Content Manipulation

Despite evidence of some filtering, taboo subjects that would normally be banned from mainstream media outlets, such as pornography, content supportive of Israel, and sectarian hate speech, are generally available online. However, self-censorship is common in the blogosphere and in the top media outlets, which are owned by powerful figures from all sides of the political spectrum. Users often fear repercussions from the elites families directly involved in politics own several prominent media outlets.

While relatively pluralistic, the media landscape is dominated by the agendas of powerful politico-sectarian leaders and their allies, often overshadowing the voices of minority groups. Lebanon’s elite families directly involved in politics own several prominent media outlets. Speaker of Parliament Nabih Berri partially owns the National Broadcasting Network and its affiliates, while Hezbollah controls a vast network of media outlets, including Al-Manar TV and Al-Nour radio. Furthermore, the structure of the Lebanese media landscape is dominated by the agendas of powerful politico-sectarian leaders and their allies, often overshadowing the voices of minority groups.

In recent years, civil society organizations and individual actors have used the internet as a primary or secondary tool to extend the reach of their national awareness-raising campaigns: the Lebanese Democratic Women’s Gathering (RDLF), a secular NGO that promotes gender equality, launched a campaign in October 2017 to highlight the cost of child marriage and to persuade parliament members to approve a draft bill that would abolish it. The campaign, titled #StopTheBurning, spread its message across several social media channels. According to the organization’s own reporting, campaign posts generated hundreds of thousands of views across Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube. It also received 216,000 impressions on Twitter in 28 days, after high-profile users shared their content.

In January 2018, Human Rights Watch launched an online campaign demanding that authorities curtail the open burning of waste. The campaign, which used #StopTheBurning to spread its message, gained more
attention and popularity after a storm in January 2018 brought waste to Lebanon's coast.80

• In April 2018, The Great Departed, a Lebanese band, alleged that the iTunes Middle East Platform had prevented it from uploading five songs because they were “inaudible for the Arab world.” In response, SMEi and The Great Departed launched a Change.org page. Two days after the petition, an iTunes representative contacted the band and informed them that Qanawat, a Dubai-based content aggregator, had been responsible for refusing to upload the song, and put the band in touch with another aggregator so the songs could be uploaded.81

Violations of User Rights:
Lebanon lacks a legal framework to protect user rights. There was an alarming crackdown on online freedom of expression in the past year, with several individuals arrested and prosecuted for criticizing top government officials. At least one individual was sentenced to prison for online posts criticizing the government. Two individuals experienced violent attacks. A large scale campaign operating out of a General Directorate of General Security building in Beirut was uncovered in January 2018.

Legal Environment
The constitution guarantees freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, and freedom of the press. In 2016, the Court of Cassation ended the debate over which law regulates speech promulgated on social media in Lebanon, opting to place it under the jurisdiction of the penal code instead of the Publications Court. Because the Publications Law does not explicitly refer to electronic publishing and websites, the Criminal Court of Cassation used the general definition of publication from legal articles to decide whether to allow a given article qualified as a press publication. Social networking websites, including Facebook, allow subscribers to publish their news, photos, and opinions on their personal accounts; some of these accounts are public, while others are restricted to chosen friends only.

Despite the fact that social media posts contain letters, forms, words, and pictures, the court decided that social media posts were not special publications not intended for distribution to the public on an ongoing basis, in a specific name, and with successive parts. Therefore, social media content is not subject to the regulations relating to the Publications Law; instead, the court ruled definitively that it is subject to the penal code, which has less restrictive laws. The authorities use article 375 of the Penal Code, which penalizes those who use a complaint line 373 to 378, which criminalizes the defamation of public officials and the insulting of national emblems; and articles 473 and 474, which concern blasphemy and religious rituals, to prosecute legitimate online speech.

Prosecutions and Detentions for Online Activities
During the reporting period, there was an alarming crackdown on online freedom of expression. In the past year, several individuals were arrested and prosecuted for criticizing top government officials, particularly President Michel Aoun, Prime Minister Saad Hariri, Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil, and Speaker of Parliament Nabih Berri:

• In June 2018 (after this report’s coverage period), journalist Fidaa Itani was sentenced to four months in prison for a Facebook post that criticized the president, foreign minister, and others for the alleged torture and deaths of Syrian refugees in custody.82

• In March 2018, Michel Quaadoun, a journalist working for the news site Lebanon Debate, was sentenced to six months in prison and forced to pay us$6,666 fine for an article he wrote in August 2017. Officially, he was charged with “defamation, libel, and publication of fake news.” The article criticized the director general of customs for not enforcing the taxation of certain items in Tripoli, where his wife is director of customs.83

• In January 2018, activist Tima Hayek was detained for criticizing the Speaker of Parliament Nabih Berri. Posting on Facebook, she had expressed solidarity with Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil and indirectly referenced his comments that Berri is a “thug.”84

• In January 2018, army intelligence arrested Abdat Yusuf for a series of Facebook posts criticizing Aoun, Bassil, Hariri, and Berri. Yusuf was detained for three days after he was interrogated at an army base in Beirut. He was then transferred to Zahr. In October 2017, the ISF detained activist Fidaa Basul Haatun for a post he published on Facebook, which criticized Gebran Bassil.85

• Political activist Handy Gerges was arrested in August 2017 for a Facebook post that allegedly defamed Aoun, Bassil, and Hariri. The ISF detained her on a Friday, a common tactic used to keep people “legally” detained over the weekend, and she was released on bail the following Monday.86 Social media users had demanded Gerges’s release and national news outlets covered the issue. The ISF requested that she delete her posts.

Government officials also filed legal complaints against those who have questioned or criticized them online:

• Parliament member Nicholas Fattouh sued Lebanon, a journalist for Annour, in February 2018, but it is unclear what article sparked the suit.87

• In February 2018, Major General Jamal al-Sayed, who was suspected of involvement in Bakl Hariri’s assassination, sued MTV News anchor Jessica Azar after she criticized his actions in the 1990s in a tweet.88 Al-Sayed also threatened to sue veteran journalist May Chidiac for a tweet that accused the general of being responsible for the assassination attempt that had left her a leg in 2005.89

• Likewise, Gebran Bassil filed a legal complaint against Fidaa Itani after he criticized Gebran, the president, and others in a post he wrote on Facebook that stated Syrian refugees had been tortured and killed in Lebanon. Itani was released on July 11, 2017, one day after he was detained, and he was not formally charged, though he was forced to remove the Facebook post.90

While most of the arrests have concerned political rhetoric, the state has also detained individuals for posting speech that insults or challenges religious norms. While none of these individuals have been prosecuted, they are often detained for many days, and their cases frequently remain open even after they are released. In November 2017, 65-year-old priest Ahmed ‘Mousa’ Shibli was detained for a Facebook post in which he made a sexual innuendo about the Virgin Mary. The authorities detained Shibli for fifteen days, finally releasing him on December 13, 2017 on Ll 500,000 (US$331) bail. Many in the Christian media demanded that the authorities take harsh action against him.91

The public prosecutor also has ordered secret data to freeze netizens, who are sometimes targeted after long interrogations, particularly at the Cybercrime Bureau. The bureau was established in 2006 without a legislative mandate that outlines its mandate or defined cybercrime.92 It often pressures social media users to apologize for their posts, delete controversial content, and sign a letter promising not to harm those offended in the future. While some cases have reached the court, few are not publicly known.

Surveillance, Privacy, and Anonymity
Mass digital surveillance in Lebanon is facilitated by the weak legal framework on digital privacy. Article 14 of the constitution “ensures the inviolability of the home,” but it is unclear if this law applies to private communications.93 The Telecommunications Interception Act of 1999 (Law 140/1999) nominally protects the secrecy of communications, but it has limitations and does not mention modern forms of electronic communication. Moreover, the law gives the government the right to surveil communications if a judge grants government agencies access, or if the ministry of interior or ministry of defense submits a request to the prime minister.94

In recent years, the cabinet has passed a motion giving the security agencies unhindered access to all telecommunications metadata, for periods ranging between four months and one year. Alfa and touch, the two telecommunications companies, are compelled to comply because they are owned by the government. In October 2017, the cabinet gave the security agencies renewed access for a period of only four months, after some ministers raised concern. The cabinet requested that security apparatuses no longer have unhindered access to telecommunications data in the future.95 Additionally, intelligence agencies have separate links to different politicians or parties, and in turn their own agendas, which has led to privacy violations.

For years, the government has used various forms of spying, but the largest campaign was revealed in the past year. In January 2018, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and Lookout, a mobile security firm, reported that Dark Caracal, a major surveillance operation with nation-state level capabilities, was operating out of a General Directorate of General Security building in Beirut.96 Targets included military personnel, government officials, journalists, and lawyers in 21 countries. The operation developed a unique mobile surveillance-ware tool, dubbed Pallas, which was able to extract hundreds of gigabytes of data from Android devices. Using spear phishing tactics, Dark Caracal sent links to Facebook and WhatsApp users that redirected them to a “watering hole” to download fake applications天真然ne malware. These applications had the ability to extract messages and phone calls, download applications, monitor SMS messages, and access Android devices. Additionally, the operation also used more traditional malware such as CrossCut and BundOKat to extract information from desktop devices. The researchers observed that the campaign did not require a high level of sophistication, but it was effective nonetheless.

Prior to Dark Caracal, the government had used other types of spyware to surveil citizens and journalists. Security agencies have used surveillance technologies such as FinFisher, Bluecoat PacketShaper, and IMSI catchers.97 Wikileaks exposed the government’s use of FinFisher, which is sold exclusively to law enforcement agencies and allows them to exploit system updates on targets’ computers.

The rise in the use of biometric technologies by the security agencies has also highlighted the need for a strong data protection law, which currently does not exist. Since the General Directorate of General Security adopted biometric surveillance in the summer of 2016, the government has embarked on more questionable identification initiatives.98 Without a data protection law or a judiciary committee, it is unclear if the biometric data is actually being protected.99 In an October 2017 report, SMEi described the weak legal framework regarding personal data and the dangers posed by the authorities’ increased dependence on biometric identification.100

In April 2017, the government announced that it would begin issuing biometric residence cards to foreigners, which is illegal exclusively to law enforcement agencies and allows them to exploit system updates on targets’ computers.

Intimidation and Violence
Physical acts of violence in retaliation for online speech are rare in Lebanon, but some alarming incidents were documented during the reporting period. In January 2018, Ahmed Al-Ahidi, a freelance journalist who had been arrested in November 2017 for criticizing Gebran Bassil on Facebook, was beaten by three men in Tripoli as he left his house. In February, Rabia Damen, the editor of the website Rudar News, was stabbed and beaten in her own home, though the motive for the attack is unclear.

In addition to violence, journalists sometimes face intimidation for their online comments. Marginalized groups also sometimes experience threats. For example, in September 2017, the Facebook page Where is the State, which regularly posts videos of crimes and asks its followers to identify the alleged criminals, uploaded a video of a transgender woman engaging in a consensual sexual act with a man and asked its followers to identify and out the woman.101 Though the page has not targeted LGBT individuals since September, the incident illustrates the vulnerability of LGBT people and other marginalized groups, especially considering that the page has semi-official backing from the ISF.

Lebanon also has issues with sectarianism, a practice where predators attempt to convince targets to send them nude photographs and then blackmail them. The ISF claimed that they receive five or six complaints about such cases each day, but did not provide data on which groups are most commonly targeted.
Technical Attacks
Cybersecurity firms have indicated a rise in cyberattacks on Lebanon in comparison to global averages. Cybersecurity breaches, cyber warfare, and criminal hacks have increased greatly in recent years. According to Ihla Chaab, ICT security officer at the Office of the Minister of State for Administrative Reform (OSSAM), there has been a 4,000 percent increase in the rate of cyberattacks in the last five years. In May 2018, Kaspersky Lab, a Moscow-based cybersecurity firm, reported that it had identified a cyber espionage campaign, with servers based in Iran, that targeted Android users in Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, and Iran. The operation had the capability to record audio and extract messages, browser data, GPS information, and images. While the Kaspersky Lab report provided no information about the Lebanese targets, it noted that the operation specifically targeted United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) employees in Jordan. In a follow-up interview with Motherboard, one of the researchers also noted that it targeted individuals who worked with international NGOs.

Additionally, in April 2017, the website of the Lebanese Medical Association for Sexual Health (LebMASH) was defaced with a homophobic message, allegedly by an Israeli hacker. A LebMASH board member claimed the website was "totally destroyed," but the site has since been restored and is running again.
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